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Introduction 
□Robot system for reading text out loud in real-time

Text-to-speech synthesis technique
□Handling documents containing different letter types

Recognizing Japanese characters in image data

Extraction and merging of candidate character
• The segmented characters 

are merged sequentially 
from the top character.

• As shown in the example, 
we select a case where 
two segmented candidate 
characters are merged. 

• If the length to width ratio 
is 1:1.2 or less, the two 
candidate characters are 
merged. 

What is new? 
Conventional method
• OFFLINE character recognition: electronic conversion of 

scanned images of printed text into machine-encoded 
text.

• The research aims to apply our concept to a real-time 
system, although it places emphasis on entertainment 
aspects. 

• There are no reports other than that related to Ninomiya-
kun.

This study
• The system can recognize a Japanese document 

containing multiple letter types in REAL-TIME. 

merged. 
• The merged case is shown in (b) and (c), while another 

case is shown in (d) and (e).
Extraction of the feature points 
• The segmented characters differ in size. 
• The outline box of a character is calculated and the size is 

normalized to 64 × 64 pixels. 
• An image thinning 

processing is performed 
using the normalized 
characters, which 
considers positioning 
errors in the feature points 
of the font type. 

• The edge point, the 
intersection, and the 
middle point are detected 
in the thinned image. 

• These are compared with a number of feature points and 
the feature vector stored in the dictionary.Character distortion correction and 

segmentation
• An input image is digitized before correcting any distorted 

characters.
• The digitized image is divided into eight domains and the 

Performance Evaluation

Conclusion
• We described a novel robotic entertainment system that 

can recognize a Japanese document containing multiple 
letter types.

• This system can recognize a printed document with 
almost 60% accuracy. The system needs to be developed 
further to improve the recognition accuracy, which is now 
under investigation.

• The digitized image is divided into eight domains and the 
histograms of these domains are calculated. 

• Character segmentation is performed for every other line or 
column. 

• One line is segmented and the segmented candidate 
positions of the character are calculated based on the 
histogram of the line

(a) Distortion correction                        (b) Character 
segmentation 


